
Design Technology
Designing a bridge with a working mechanism



WALT: Design a bridge with a working mechanism

Success Criteria:

To understand what a working mechanism is.

To be able to identify bridges with a working mechanism.

To design your own bridge with a working mechanism, identifying the 
materials you will use and the bridge movement. 



What is a working mechanism?

• A mechanism can be described as any tool that is used to 
control movement. 

• A working mechanism is the way that something moves, for 
example many bridges have a working mechanism because 
they move.



Bridges with a working mechanism…

What bridges can you think of that move? 

The Quayside has two famous bridges that can move? Can you 
think of which two?



Here are some examples of bridges that move…

The Swing Bridge 

The Millennium Bridge 

The Venetian Causeway, Miami, USA  



The Tower Bridge, London

Wells Street Bridge, Chicago, USA

Pyrmont Bridge, Australia



The Swing Bridge pivots…

This means that the bridge moves/ turns to allow an unobstructed 
waterway. 

It was built to allow the largest ships at the time to pass through 
the river Tyne. 



The Tower Bridge is a type of suspension bridge that has two 
large roadways that lift in the middle to allow tall ships to 
pass through the River Thames. 

The Tower Bridge lifts…



The Millennium Bridge tilts…

A pedestrian and cycle bridge that has a tilting mechanism. 

It allows river traffic to pass underneath.

It is also known as ‘The Blinking Eye Bridge’ because of its 
resemblance to an eye winking.



Designing your own bridge…

• Next week you will be building your own bridge with a 
working mechanism (either pivot, lift or tilt). 

• This week, you will be designing your bridge. 

• You may want to start collecting a few things for your 
bridge, for example: cardboard (empty cereal boxes, kitchen 
roll tubes), egg cartons, paper cups, or anything good that 
you might think of to build a bridge. 



What materials might you use?

• Glue                                                 

• Scissors

• Cardboard

• String/ wool

• Straws

• Paper fasteners/ split pins

• Sellotape

• Blue Tack

• Lego

• Lollipop sticks

• Paper plates/ paper cups

You don’t need to use all these materials, this is just to give you some ideas of 
what you could use. Be as creative as you like with the materials you already have 
at home!



1. Draw your design of how 
you want your bridge to 
look. Use the example 
pictures of moving bridges 
for some ideas.

2. Write down the materials 
you will use to build your 
bridge. 

3. Write your bridge 
movement. Will it tilt, lift 
or pivot? 



Can you remember what a working mechanism is?

Can you identify some bridges that move? What movement do 
they have?

What movement did you choose for your bridge?

To conclude…


